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Forward Looking Statements
Neither the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission nor any other state securities regulator nor
any securities regulatory authority elsewhere has reviewed
or made any determination as to the truthfulness or
completeness of the disclosure in this document. Any
representation to the contrary is an offense.
Recipients of this summary are not to construe the contents
of this summary as legal, tax or investment advice and
recipients should consult their own advisors in this regard.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information
contained in this summary ("Estimates") constitute forwardlooking statements or information. Such forward-looking
statements or information involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results
to differ materially from the Estimates or results implied or
expressed in such forward-looking statements. While
presented with numerical specificity, the Estimates are
based (1) on certain assumptions that are inherently subject
to significant business, economic, regulatory, environmental,
seasonal, competitive uncertainties, contingencies and
risks including, without limitation, ability to obtain debt
and equity financings, capital costs, construction costs,
well production performance, operating costs, commodity
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pricing, differentials, royalty structures, field upgrading
technology, and other known and unknown risks, all of which
are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond Cobalt's
control, and (2) upon assumptions with respect to future
business decisions that are subject to change.
There can be no assurance that the Estimates or the
underlying assumptions will be realized and that actual
results of operations or future events will not be materially
different from the Estimates. Under no circumstances
should the inclusion of the Estimates be regarded as a
representation, undertaking, warranty or prediction by
Cobalt, or any other person with respect to the accuracy
thereof or the accuracy of the underlying assumptions, or
that Cobalt will achieve or is likely to achieve any particular
results. The Estimates are made as of the date hereof and
Cobalt disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly
or to revise any of the Estimates, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise. Recipients
are cautioned that forward-looking statements or information
are not guarantees of future performance and, accordingly,
recipients are expressly cautioned not to put undue reliance
on forward-looking statements or information due to the
inherent uncertainty therein.
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Lontra Drill Stem Test Confirms Significant Discovery
Lontra field post-drill estimated resource range
Orca #1
Lontra #1
Discovery

700 MMBOE to 1.1+ BBOE
35-45% liquids (condensate and oil)

Baleia #1A
(1996)

Due to scale of structure more drilling will be required
to assess the full potential and resource splits

~250 ft. of net pay in very high quality
reservoir with excellent permeability

Cobalt License
Cobalt Discovery

Block 20
Cobalt 40%
(Operator)

Cobalt Prospect
Cobalt Successful Well
Cobalt Currently Drilling
Cobalt Upcoming Well
Industry Discovery

0

~9,500 BOE/day DST flow rate (limited by rig
equipment)

16 mi
25 km

2,500 Bbl/day of condensate
39 MMCF/day of gas

Minimal pressure drawdown
Lontra #1

W

E
Condensate/Gas

Post-Salt

Salt

Salt

Oil
Basement

~30,000 BOE/day estimated gas interval well
flow rate potential:
~7,500 Bbl/day of condensate
~125 MMCF/day of gas

Only condensate/gas zone tested
Additional significant production potential
from oil zone (not tested)
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Cobalt Kwanza Basin Pre-salt Exploration – Three Discoveries
Cobalt License

Lontra #1
Discovery

Cobalt Discovery

Orca #1

Cobalt Prospect

Baleia #1A

Angola

Cobalt Successful Well
Cobalt Currently Drilling
Cobalt Upcoming Well
Industry Discovery

20
Mavinga #1
Discovery

Bicuar #1A

Cameia #1
Discovery

21

Lontra is Cobalt’s third
consecutive discovery and
fourth successful well
A world-scale hydrocarbon
trend has been established:

Cameia #2
Appraisal
Denden
Blocks 9, 20, 21
Cobalt 40%
(Operator)

Imminent spud of Orca #1 to
test second prospect in Block 20

Loengo
Azul

0

16 mi
25 km
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The Ocean Confidence rig is
currently drilling Bicuar #1A
southeast of Cameia in Block 21
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Potential Commercialization Opportunities of Kwanza Gas

Luanda

60 miles
(95 km)

Angola
Block 20
Mavinga

Angolan GDP growth tied to power
generation availability

Block 21

Block 9
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Lontra is 60 miles offshore and convenient
to Luanda

Luanda: ~6 million people representing a
large emerging gas demand center

Cameia

40 km

Additional appraisal drilling required
Does not include further exploration well
success

Lontra

0

Lontra, Cameia and Mavinga estimated
potential gas resource up to 5 TCF

Cobalt and partners have begun
discussions regarding simultaneous
commercialization of oil, condensate and
gas
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Investor Relations Contact:
+1 713-452-2322

Cobalt International Energy, Inc.
Cobalt Center
920 Memorial City Way, Suite 100
Houston, TX 77024
Main: +1 713-579-9100
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